A computational approach for identification and assessment of genomic sequence variability (GeneSV) is described. For a given nucleotide sequence, GeneSV collects information about the permissible nucleotide variability (changes that potentially preserve function) observed in corresponding regions in genomic sequences, and combines it with conservation/variability results from protein sequence and structure-based analyses of evaluated protein coding regions. GeneSV was used to predict effects (functional vs. non-functional) of 37 amino acid substitutions on the NS5 polymerase (RdRp) of dengue virus type 2 (DENV-2), 36 of which are not observed in any publicly available DENV-2 sequence. 32 novel mutants with single amino acid substitutions in the RdRp were generated using a DENV-2 reverse genetics system. In 81% (26 of 32) of predictions tested, GeneSV correctly predicted viability of introduced mutations. In 4 of 5 (80%) mutants with double amino acid substitutions proximal in structure to one another GeneSV was also correct in its predictions. Predictive capabilities of the developed system were illustrated on dengue RNA virus, but described in the manuscript a general approach to characterize real or theoretically possible variations in genomic and protein sequences can be applied to any organism. 
Introduction
RNA viruses have exceptionally high mutation rates, 1,2 which enable them to form mixed variant virus populations referred to by many authors (eg, [3] [4] [5] ) as "quasispecies." The high genetic variability within the quasispecies facilitates virus adaptation to different environments and hosts and overall fitness. [6] [7] [8] Public databases such as GenBank, 9 the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA), 10 the Universal Protein Resource (UniProt), 11 and the Protein Data Bank (PDB), 12 contain a growing volume of sequence and structural information, which encompasses only a part of the genetic diversity of viral species. Further, these databases are currently biased towards the consensus genotypes in clinical isolates from symptomatic cases. It is unlikely that the full array of viable viral genotypes of a given species will ever be represented in these databases due to sampling biases and the fluid nature of the viral quasispecies clouds that are present in each infection event. Yet, in certain cases (such as attempts to generate attenuated strains of viruses via molecular cloning for vaccine development), it has become important to evaluate the effects of sequence changes on the viability of the virus. While this can be done via reverse engineering and fitness experiments, an in silico predictive system that can produce such evaluations would be a valuable (and more rapid) guiding tool that should enhance the rates of success for such work.
GeneSV -an Approach to Help Characterize Possible Variations in Genomic and Protein Sequences
A number of computational methods have been developed to predict the functional effect of a non-synonymous single-nucleotide polymorphism (nsSNP), a single-nucleotide change in a protein-coding region of a gene that causes an amino acid substitution (AAS) in the resulting protein.
A review of existing computational approaches to estimate the deleteriousness of single nucleotide variants has been recently published by Cooper and Shendure. 13 The most common approaches to estimate deleteriousness exploit the fact that sequences observed among living organisms are those that have not been removed by natural selection. Hence, homology searches and conservation analysis are 2 main components of a majority of such predictive systems. Examples of widely used methods are Sorting Tolerant From Intolerant (SIFT), 14 Protein Variation Effect Analyzer (PROVEAN), 15 and PolyPhen-2 (Polymorphism Phenotyping v2). 16 For a given query protein sequence, SIFT performs searches for functionally related protein sequences using the PSI-BLAST algorithm. 17 From calculated multiple sequence alignments it assesses probabilities of all theoretically possible 20 amino acids substitutions at each position in the query sequence. In the SIFT scoring system, the positions identified as highly conserved are considered as intolerant to most substitutions, whereas poorly-conserved positions are expected to tolerate substitutions. In comparison with the SIFT method, the PROVEAN algorithm predicts the functional impact for all classes of protein sequence variations; not only single amino acid substitutions, but also insertions, deletions, and multiple substitutions. To collect homologous and related sequences from the NCBI NR protein database 9 it uses the BLASTP algorithm. 17 From calculated pairwise sequence alignments PROVEAN extracts alignment scores between an unmutated query protein sequence, a query sequence with introduced amino acid variants, and closely related homologous proteins that are known to be functional. The conservation scoring system relies on calculated "delta scores" -differences in estimated alignment scores between query and homologs, and query variants and homologs. Amino acid substitutions introduced into query variants that reduce the similarity (calculated using substitution matrix BLOSUM62) of protein sequence to the functional homologs are considered to cause a damaging effect. PolyPhen-2 differs from SIFT and PROVEAN as it was specifically designed to estimate the deleterious nature of human genetic variants. It uses machine-learning methods to select the optimal set of features (sequence-and structure-based) to predict the possible impact of an amino acid substitution on the structure and function of human proteins. The choice of homologous protein sequences is done by BLAST searches from which multiple sequence alignments are calculated using the MAFFT program. 18 For the PolyPhen-2 development, 2 pairs of datasets were used to train and test the scoring system. Each pair consisted of a set of proteins with known human disease-causing mutations, and a set of human or mammalian proteins without annotated involvement in disease. Direct comparison of PolyPhen-2 with PROVEAN on similar human and non-human protein variant datasets showed that both methods perform with similar accuracy of 78-79%. 15 Here, we describe a new method, the GeneSV approach, which helps characterize real or theoretically possible variations in genomic and protein sequences. To assess viability of possible mutations, our system combines information from all 3 types of data: genomic sequences, protein sequences, and protein structures. Homology searches and final sequence alignments are calculated using PSI-BLAST and SmithWaterman algorithms, 19 respectively. Constructed structural models are used to refine identification of structural homologs and to distinguish structurally-conserved from structurallyvariable regions in homologous proteins. The final scoring system, a measure of confidence that the point mutations under consideration will define a viable or non-viable virus, is a combination of scores that are based on both identified sequence and structure features. The performance of the GeneSV system was demonstrated by predicting the viability of dengue virus type 2 (DENV-2) mutants that, at the time of performing the predictions and validation experiments, had not yet been reported in GenBank or ENA. Using results from the biological experiments, we evaluated the accuracy of created predictions and compared the GeneSV results with predictions made by other methods including SIFT and PROVEAN. A selection of mutation positions for this study (10 codons and 37 mutants) was made in order to test the accuracy of GeneSV and other prediction systems when the confidence level in generated predictions for such positions could be low. For this, we focused on positions and protein regions that were outside of known active sites and chose amino acid substitutions that have not been seen in available sequence databases. All selections and computational predictions were made prior to any experimental validation. Details of performed selections and predictions are described in the Materials and Methods section (see "Selection of position mutations for the GeneSV characterization and experimental validation.")
Materials and Methods

description of the GenesV approach.
In its approach to help characterize possible variations in genomic and protein sequences within a species, the GeneSV system uses a known sequence space for a given genome (where a genome can be defined as broadly as a complete genome or as narrowly as a single gene) in combination with sequence and structural analyses performed at the protein level. The reported results can be used to infer the probability of existence of novel mutations (new sequence variants) that result in a viable protein or organism (eg, a virus.) GeneSV evaluates the probability of selected mutation(s) first by analyzing its (their) frequency (frequencies) as observed in the genomic sequence databases. The evaluation is further refined using results from automated protein sequence homology searches, protein structure modeling and structure similarity analyses, an assessment of functional features assigned to the specific regions in genes or a genome, and the calculated theoretical probability of codon mutations. a) Analysis of observed nucleotide and codon frequencies and theoretical probability of codon mutation. For a given base and codon in a genomic sequence (eg, RefSeq -reference genomic sequence for a given organism) an analysis of the observed frequencies is performed using calculated alignments with all genomic sequences from available databases (eg, ENA or GenBank). From this analysis, we construct the codon frequency matrix and the base position frequency matrix, which represent the numbers of occurrence of each of the 64 codons and of the 4 bases at each position in the genome sequence. In addition to the analysis of observed codons, we also estimate the likelihood that a given codon can be constructed from the calculated base position frequency matrix. Further assessment of possible position changes includes the analysis of the theoretical probability of codon mutations, eg, the number of transitions or transversions (see subsections below). b) Sequence-based analysis of possible sequence variabilities at the protein level is performed using our SeqalSV (sequence alignment-based sequence variability) module implemented within the AS2TS homology-based protein structure modeling system. 20 For a given protein coding region, SeqalSV performs protein homology searches against protein sequence databases (eg, UniProt). The residue-residue correspondences derived from the calculated alignments allow construction of sequence motifs and profiles important for assessing regions of residue conservation. This information facilitates construction and refinement of structural homology models, and assists protein function predictions. Our approach to identify residue conservation among proteins differs from most of the currently used methods that rely on sequence-based comparisons only (eg, calculated multiple sequence alignments using PSI-BLAST, ClustalW, Muscle, or other sequence alignment programs). A serious limitation of strictly sequence similarity-based approaches is that there is typically little or no confidence in assigning residue-residue correspondences among proteins when the level of sequence identity between the compared proteins is poor. If structural models are available, then structure comparison algorithms may provide much higher confidence in assigning residue-residue correspondences than sequence-based algorithms alone. Nevertheless, even calculated structural alignments, if standard structure alignment procedures are applied, may be inaccurate: for some compared proteins, or regions therein, more than 1 possible superposition can reasonably be reported, and it may be difficult to decide which alignment is most satisfactory. In our approach of calculating residue-residue correspondences we explore results from sequence, structure, and local and global alignment calculations as described below. c) Combined sequence and structure based analyses. To enhance the confidence in the calculated residue-residue correspondences we combine sequence and structurebased analyses. We use the structure alignment-based sequence variability (StralSV) 21 algorithm to perform comparisons between a reference protein structure and proteins in a structure database through detection of closely related structure fragments and quantification of residue frequency from tight local structure alignments. The SeqalSV sequence variability evaluation system complements results from StralSV by performing comparisons between a reference protein sequence and proteins in the sequence databases. Both algorithms are used together in a protocol in which a given protein is analyzed to determine which of its residue positions are broadly or uniquely conserved when compared to large, representative samplings of proteins. Structural models for StralSV calculations are taken (if available) from Protein Data Bank (PDB) or constructed using AS2TS homologybased protein structure modeling system. We also use structural models to identify highly-divergent homology with proteins (those not detectable through sequencebased searches alone) and to detect protein fragments in other proteins from PDB that may share structural similarity only in local functional regions. For this task, we use a structure alignment algorithm LGA, 22 which is a component of the StralSV system. The LGA program performs structure-based alignment calculations between the query proteins and the fragments found in structures from PDB, and quantifies the sequence and structure variabilities at each residue position. This approach as implemented within the StralSV system allows identification of invariant residues (often essential to protein function), unusual variants and regions, which tolerate sequence variation. The constructed structural models are also used in the characterization of observed mutation points by assigning their location on a given protein (eg, buried, exposed, within active site, part of predicted antigenic determinants, being in contact with other residues, etc.), or assessing how they cluster together with corresponding residues in other homologous proteins from related organisms. Such findings allow for predictions about possible new mutations that are not yet observed for a given organism in current sequence and structure databases. This approach can help discover conserved fragments and even conserved single residues that are unique for a virus species, as well as strongly conserved fragments characterizing a family of functional proteins. It can be used to guide experiments and propose specific regions to apply selective pressure. This type of analysis also gives guidance in identifying compensatory -496 dengue sequences with no specified type 4. Position and codon frequency matrices using RefSeq and FLIC were calculated for both the DENV-2 sequence library, and also for the combined DENV-1234 sequence library of all collected sequences. Codons or base positions with fewer than 3 position hits were marked by (*) to help refine our level of confidence in the GeneSV assessments produced. 5. Sequence variability and conservation analysis (SeqalSV) for RefSeq and FLIC proteins against UniRef_100 library of protein sequences from UniProt was completed as an automated procedure within the AS2TS system. Sequence-structure variability and conservation analysis (StralSV) was performed on all structural models constructed. Results from protein sequence (SeqalSV) and structure (StralSV) variability calculations were completed and combined with position and codon frequency matrices of evaluated genomic sequences. 6. Structural models for RefSeq and FLIC proteins were constructed using the AS2TS system. The highest accuracy structural models were generated for NS5, NS3, and Envelope proteins. 18 ) were compared, and 1205 new mutations were identified in DENV-2 genomic sequences. Of these, 1170 novel codon positions were found in the coding regions and 35 new base positions in the non-coding regions (5' and 3' non-translated regions). The identified 1205 new mutation positions and the older dataset of genomic sequences (2012.02.12) were submitted to the GeneSV system to test its efficacy in predicting novel viable mutations and to measure the robustness of the system by assessing the impact of these newly discovered mutations on the predictions already made.
3. description of the assessment methods and scoring schemes implemented within the system. Assessment of the probability that a given mutation of one codon into another would produce a viable variant member of the quasispecies is based on the analysis of data from the genomic sequences, the protein sequence homology searches, and structural modeling and sequence-structure conservation analysis of corresponding protein regions. In the GeneSV system, each proposed codon mutation is initially characterized using 9 criteria, which are based on observed similarities with corresponding positions in genomic and protein sequences from available databases. The input for this processing comprises 2 selected genomic sequence databases called reference library (eg, library of DENV-2 genomic sequences) and expanded library (eg, library of DENV-1, -2, -3, and -4 genomic sequences), and one protein sequence library (eg, UniRef_100 from UniProt). To each mutation position of interest (eg, codon) in a given reference sequence the following criteria are assigned: O0) codon is present in the reference sequence library O1) codon can be constructed from base position frequency matrix from the reference library O2) codon represents amino acid (AA) which is observed at the corresponding position in sequence from the reference library O3) codon can be constructed from additional bases inferred from observed AA at the corresponding position in sequence from the reference library O4) codon is present in observed set of codons in expanded library O5) codon can be constructed from observed bases from expanded library O6) codon represents amino acid (AA) observed in expanded library O7) codon represents amino acid (AA) observed in combined genomic and protein sequence libraries (expanded library of genomic sequences + library of homologous protein sequences) O8) codon can be constructed from all additional bases inferred from amino acids (see O7) observed at corresponding AA positions from combined genomic and protein sequence libraries
In the GeneSV system, the observation-based characteristics listed above are reported for each evaluated codon in a format of the binary matrix as shown in Table 3 (examples of complete "summary" file outputs from the system are provided in the supplemental data -Supplementary Files 1, 2, and 3, accessible through given links). The characteristics ("O0" to "O8") are used to define different "confidence scores" that can be assigned to predictions of the sequence changes that are likely allowable or likely disallowed from a functional standpoint. These confidence scores were used to predict the likely viability of various NS5 mutants that may be observed and from which we chose the mutations we introduced into the NS5 gene of the FLIC. The currently proposed seven levels of confidence scores (viable: V1-V4, non-viable: N5-N7) that are assigned to predictions and assessment of possible sequence changes are as follows:
(V1) VIABLE-Highest confidence for viable mutations is assigned based on codons observed in the reference library (eg, DENV-2 codon frequency matrix; Observation O0). (V2) VIABLE-High confidence for viable mutations (novel codon predictions) is assigned based on codons observed in the expanded library (eg, DENV-1234 codon frequency matrix; Observation O4). (V3) VIABLE-Medium confidence for viable mutations (novel codon predictions) is assigned to codons that can be constructed from the position frequency matrix from the expanded library and the AA coded for is observed at the corresponding position in synonymous codons or in results from protein sequence/structure homology searches (SeqalSV/StralSV analyses; Observations O5 and O7).
(V4) VIABLE-Low confidence for viable mutations (novel codon predictions) is assigned to codons that cannot be constructed from the position frequency matrix from expanded library, but can be predicted based on corresponding AA positions from synonymous codons or SeqalSV/StralSV analyses (Observation O7). (N5) NOT VIABLE-Low confidence predictions of deleterious codons are assigned to codons that can be constructed from observed position frequency matrix from the expanded library, but corresponding AAs are not observed in synonymous codons nor results from SeqalSV/StralSV analyses (Observation O5 and NOT O7). (N6) NOT VIABLE-Medium confidence predictions of deleterious codons are assigned to codons that could be constructed based on the expanded position frequency matrix (additional bases predicted from AA positions using approach (V4)), but still not observed in AA results from synonymous codons nor SeqalSV/StralSV analyses (Observation O8 and NOT O7). (N7) NOT VIABLE-High confidence predictions of deleterious codons are assigned to all remaining mutation positions based on no evidence in analyzed data that such a mutation or similar one (in homologous proteins) can occur and generate a viable virus. (Observation NOT O8-no evidence for possible codon construction using data from current genomic or protein sequences).
In assessing probabilities of possible point mutations in the DENV-2 genome, we put the highest confidence weights to the predictions that are based on sequence variabilities observed at the nucleotide level within identified DENV-2 genome sequences. Relatively high confidence predictions of new possible mutation points are assigned to the mutations predicted based on calculated alignments between genomes from different dengue serotypes (DENV-1, -2, -3, and -4). Medium and low confidence predictions are assigned to the predictions, which are based on observed residue-residue correspondences between identified homologous proteins. However, those particular predictions may significantly help identify sequence positions where novel (not observed yet in existing genomic sequence databases) mutations can arise. A critical requirement for a novel codon mutation (eg, based on observations: O1, O3, O5, O8) to be considered as viable is that the amino acid specified by mutated codon should be observed at the corresponding codon position in genomic sequences from closely related organisms, or in protein sequences identified by protein sequence or structure homology searches (see description of scores: V3, V4, N5, and N6). Finally, mutations for which there is no evidence for existence or theoretical construction using current genomic and protein sequences are assessed as possibly non-viable. In the GeneSV approach, all predictions for the coding regions are evaluated using both sequence and structure similarity analyses at the protein level. The probability that 2 given mutation positions are compensating mutations (ie, mutations whose occurrence at the same time reduces the negative consequences of each of these mutations alone 23, 40 ) is assessed by checking the following characteristics:
• each 1 of 2 given mutations should pass a viability check: V1-V4 • using the constructed structural model it is observed that the mutation positions are located in close vicinity to each other (evidence for possible residue-residue interaction, or compensating event when considered mutations share similar physicochemical properties), • results from calculated multiple sequence alignments show correlation between mutation positions (eg, switched positions in corresponding proteins from closely related organisms), • corresponding positions in homologous proteins (identified through sequence or structure homology searches) are annotated as correlated (if information is available, eg, through literature searches).
In the next 2 subsections, we describe additional features that are calculated within the GeneSV system to help sequence and structure-based characterization of codon and base positions in the genomic sequences evaluated. Calculated features and their scores are not directly included to the scoring scheme V1-N7, but are reported as additional information in the output from the system to help "manual" refinement of predictions made and to support annotation efforts. Some examples of how these additional characteristics were used to select mutants for experiments performed are provided in subsection 6 below.
4. Assessment of possible position changes by analysis of theoretical probability of codon mutation. The theoretical distance between current and mutated codons can be calculated using the number of transitions and transversions required to generate the mutant codon from the current sequence. Given a sequence with a codon N = n 1 n 2 n 3 in a given coding region position, the probability that a mutant sequence will have a codon M = m 1 m 2 m 3 at the same position depends on several factors like: the number or replications n that led from current sequence to mutant sequence, the various paths in codon space via which N can mutate to M in the course of n replications, the 64x64 probabilities P ij = Prob (codon i mutates to codon j during one genome replication), and the probabilities p i (i = 1, …, 64) of each of these codons to generate a viable mutation.
The probabilities Prob(n i -.m i ) depend on whether the mutation n i -.m i is a transition ("ts": of type A-.G or T-.C) or transversion ("tv": of type A-.C, G-.C, A-.T, G-.T). For example, assuming that the mutation rate (ie, probability of a nucleotide change per one genome replication) is q (for RNA viruses it is usually of the order 10 −3 -10 −5 , eg, 25 ) , and that the probability of transition is twice as large as the probability of transversion, then, in one genome replication the probability of 2 transversions and one transition in the same codon is proportional to q 3 (1/2)(1/4)(1/4), while the probability of 1 transition only is proportional to q(1/2), with the first probability being 6 to 10 orders of magnitude smaller than the second. In a quasispecies population, high probability mutants (such as single point mutations) of the dominant genotype are expected to be observed with high frequency, unless they produce non-functional genotypes. On the other extreme, mutants of the dominant that would theoretically occur with low probability (such as 2 or more transitions or transversions in the same codon) but are observed in samples of the quasispecies, must confer competitive advantages.
As an illustration, let ACG be a codon at a given position of some genome sequence in the analyzed quasispecies population. The probability of the codon mutation ACG-.GGC is very low (one transition and two transversions = q 3 /32), so it might be expected that such a mutation at the same position will be observed at a very low frequency in the population. Suppose that GGC has not (yet) been reported/observed in the viral species under study at a specific site in the genome, but has been observed at a similar site in another species whose genome has a high sequence similarity to DENV-2 genome. It is then plausible to assume that GGC might be a viable mutation in DENV-2 but has not been yet observed due to its low probability of mutation from the sequences identified within a quasispecies cloud.
On the contrary, let us assume that the considered mutation codon GGC is only one transition away from the codon AGC observed in the dominant sequence. Then, such a mutation would be expected to occur relatively frequently, and would be expected to be observed. Yet, if this codon has not been observed/reported in databases, even for other related species, it is plausible to assume that this codon would represent a deleterious mutation.
Thus, when assessing probabilities of viable or non-viable mutations for a given clone, we need to refer possible codon changes not only to the positions in the initial (starting) sequence, but also to the positions observed within a cloud (eg, represented by the dominant sequence), and combine theoretical scores (mutation rates and distances) with estimates that were calculated based on observed/reported corresponding nucleic acid or amino acid positions in other genomic sequences or homologous proteins. For example, to estimate the frequency (and thus the observability) in the DENV-2 quasispecies population of the proposed codon mutations in a mutant sequence of the infectious clone P8-1407 (FLIC), we calculated both distances (in number of transitions and transversions) between: (1) the corresponding codons of the FLIC and mutant sequence, and (2) the corresponding codons of the DENV-2 consensus sequence (RefSeq) and mutant sequence. Obviously, calculated distances are the same if the corresponding codons of the FLIC and RefSeq are identical.
5. characterization of codon mutations based on the analysis of protein sequences and structures. On the protein level we evaluate the given codon mutation by calculating similarities in sequence and structure context between corresponding proteins from related organisms. For this task, we construct structural models using AS2TS -a homology-based protein structure modeling system, perform sequence-based and structure-based homology searches, and use a sequence variability analysis (SeqalSV), and sequence-structure variability analysis (StralSV) to calculate residue-residue correspondences between identified homologous proteins. To all identified homologous sequences and structures that contribute to the predictions of possible mutations, the following calculated sequence identity and structure similarity scores are assigned:
• sequence identity (Seq_ID) -a sequence similarity score between compared proteins are reported from calculated sequence alignments (eg, by using Smith-Waterman algorithm) or structure alignments by LGA structure alignment program (when protein structures are available), • structure similarity (LGA_S)-local and global structural similarity scores between compared protein structures are reported from LGA structure alignment calculations.
We characterize the location of the evaluated mutation position in protein sequence and structure (eg, buried, exposed, secondary structure element, conserved region, part of the epitope). We calculate solvent accessibility scores (ACC) and secondary structure assignments (SSE) using the DSSP 26 and STRIDE 27 programs when a reliable structural model is constructed, otherwise the sequence-based prediction methods SSPRO 28 and PSIPRED 29 are used to calculate these features. In the current GeneSV development the epitope predictions (EPI) are performed using the linear B-cell epitope prediction program Bepipred. 30 The following characteristics are assigned to the amino acid positions evaluated: In order to characterize possible amino acid substitutions from the sequence conservation point of view we use standard frequency calculations (FR). The estimation of sequence and structure conservation of selected protein regions is performed using constructed structural models and identified protein sequence and structure homologs. Within the GeneSV system, we have implemented 2 measures: (sCON) and (eCON) that explore well-known strategies for sequence conservation calculations. Let f a (i) denote a frequency (FR) calculated as an abundance of a given amino acid a at the positions corresponding to i in closely related organisms, then:
• sCON-sequence similarity conservation using Sum-ofPairs algorithm is calculated by the formula:
where {S ab } is an amino acid substitution matrix (eg, BLOSUM62). In our implementation, in addition to 20 amino acids we use X as a 21 st character to represent non-standard amino acids. The scoring matrix {S ab } is normalized and the constant K s introduced to produce similarity conservation index from the range [−9.9 , 9.9] ("not similar" to "similar").
• eCON -estimated amino acid conservation using Shannon's entropy and frequencies is calculated by the SeqalSV and StralSV algorithms. In the implemented formula we use entropy (a measure of uncertainty) with the reverse sign and normalized by constant K e to produce sequence conservation index from the range [-9.9 , 9.9] ("not conserved" to "conserved"):
These 2 measures, sCON and eCON complement each other in the sense that the first one uses information about similarities among amino acids, while the entropy evaluates the overall distribution of observed amino acid frequencies.
6. selection of position mutations for the GenesV characterization and experimental validation. Here, we describe the method how a set of mutation points for our study was selected, and illustrate the GeneSV approach by applying it to characterize selected positions and theoretical mutations in the NS5 Polymerase gene from the DENV-2 FLIC. A structural model of NS5 was generated by homology-based modeling system AS2TS using 2 complementing PDB structures as templates: 3EVG -a crystal structure of the N-terminal domain of DENV-2 virus methyltransferase complexed with s-adenosyl-l-homocysteine (Resolution: 2.20 Å), 31 and 2 J7U -a crystal structure of the dengue virus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase catalytic domain solved at 1.85 Ångstrom resolution. 32 The modeling was performed automatically using structural data from PDB chains 3evg_A and 2 j7u_A. Sidechain atoms construction was accomplished using SCWRL algorithm 33 when residue-residue correspondences between template and FLIC did not match. Atom positions from residues that were identical in the FLIC and template were copied from the template onto the model. The model was finished with relaxation via UCSF Chimera. 34 The constructed model was then used for structure-based homology searches to perform sequence variability analysis (StralSV), and to structurally characterize candidate positions for mutations. Our aim was to select a set of diverse positions to test the prediction capabilities and assessment criteria implemented within the developed system. A set of selected positions with amino acids numbers is shown in Figure 1 .
Some structural characteristics of this set of 10 selected amino acid positions are described in Table 1 . For instance, positions C91 and C179 are buried within the N-terminal domain of the protein while G226 is assessed as exposed to the surface. Positions K279, C400, R437, F483 and K552 are buried. Position W700 is exposed to the tunnel, and position H711 is buried in the tunnel vicinity. In Table 1 , we provide secondary structure element assignments (SSE), solvent accessibility (ACC) scores, predictions if a given position is a part of the epitope (EPI), and results from the conservation calculations (eCON), and (sCON) for FLIC and RefSeq.
For each of the 10 selected positions, we proposed several codon mutations for experimental validation using our reverse genetic system. Our choice of positions and codons to mutate was dictated by the presence of combinations of characteristics in the categories of criteria described above. The goal at this stage was to select a set of positions with diverse characteristics in terms of codon distance, sequence and structure variability, to test the prediction capabilities and assessment criteria, and learn from the validity of made predictions.
For position C91, which is completely buried within the N-terminal domain of RdRp, we expected 2 mutations with high and low probability to be viable: C91M-3 transversions away, and C91 A-2 transversions away from the corresponding codon in RefSeq from DENV-2. The basis for these predictions was that Methionine and Alanine have been observed in corresponding positions in related organisms (M91 in DENV-4 and A91 in Murray Valley encephalitis virus) with fairly high sequence identity 76.0% and 66.7%, respectively (Table 3) . One of the main differences in our confidence assigned to those predictions is that the codon ATG (defining M) is observed at the corresponding position in DENV-4 while the codon GCT (defining A) cannot be even constructed from the calculated DENV-1234 position frequency matrix. We predicted these mutations to be viable based on the criteria V2 and V4, and this assessment was experimentally validated.
Two mutations (C179A and C179V) proposed at position C179 had the same relatively high codon distance of 2 transversions. As shown in Table 1 , the Cysteine at this buried position located within a strand region (E) is highly conserved (8.9 ). This suggests low sequence diversity that could be expected at this position, which is confirmed by calculated sCON estimates. For the proposed mutations A and V, the sequence conservation scores sCON are as low as: -2.0 and -4.0, respectively (see Table 3 ). However, these 2 small hydrophobic amino acids (A and V) had been observed at the corresponding positions in other organisms (179A -Iguape virus; 179V -Barkedji virus) with moderately high sequence identity of 63.4% and 62.6%, respectively. Therefore, in this experiment we wanted to test the dependence on these assigned characteristics. Our predictions of these mutations to be viable were based on the criterion O7 with confidence V4 and were correct.
For position G226, we suggested a variety of mutations. This position was chosen because it is located in the coil (C) region exposed to the surface, highly conserved with eCON as high as 8.9, and is a part of the predicted antigenic determinant (see Table 1 ). For this position, we selected 3 mutations G226N, G226S, and G226T based on moderately high sequence identity to the sequences from other organisms where selected amino acids are observed at corresponding positions: Wesselsbron virus (63.3%),-Rocio virus (68.0%), and 226T-Iguape virus (63.4%). Our predictions for these first 3 mutations to be viable were based on the criterion O7 with confidence V4. The 4th mutation G226E had opposing characteristics, compared to the previous ones in that the G(GGG)-.E(GAG) codon mutation is realized by only 1 transition (minimum distance, so the mutation seems to be easy to achieve), yet 226E has not been observed in other species, E is a negatively charged amino acid while not charged amino acids are observed at the corresponding positions, and the codon GAG cannot be constructed from calculated DENV-1234 position frequency matrix. Based on criterion O8 and confidence level N6 and the fact that this is an "easy, mutation" yet not observed in any close organism we expected the 4th mutation to be deleterious. All 4 predictions were positively validated by the experiment (Table 3) .
From all positions listed in Table 1 , K279 has the lowest estimated amino acid conservation (eCON). So, it would be expected that a diverse list of possible substitutions can be figure 1. a structural model of ns5 polymerase (flic; gi:132271146; 900 aa). residues highlighted in green are those positions that were selected for testing various predictions via generation of mutants.
allowed at this position. Interestingly, we found via GeneSV searches that the clone gi|253967733|dbj|DM140335.1 from a DENV-2 attenuated strain has an Arginine defined by the codon AGA at the position corresponding to K279 (8404: K(AAA)). We further found 2 other amino acids observed in corresponding positions in related organisms (Glutamic acid in DENV-3 and Asparagine in West Nile virus). For the experiment, we proposed at this position 2 mutations: 279E and 279N, and both were confirmed as viable mutations (as predicted with confidences V2 and V4, correspondingly). Taking into account the possible importance of this position and mutation K279R for virus attenuation, we also selected this position as the part of the evaluated compensating mutation pair (K279 and R437) described in Table 4 .
We chose position C400 (with C codon TGC) as especially interesting in that the infectious clone differs in this position in all 3 nucleic bases (3 transversions) from the RefSeq (which has Threonine coded by ACA at position 400) and that this is the only triple transversions mutation (referring to RefSeq) in the entire sequence of the infectious clone (FLIC). For this position we proposed 2 experiments: a codon mutation to Threonine created by 3 transversions (ACA), and codon mutation to Threonine by 2 transversions (ACC). By these experiments we wanted to check if such a maximum distance (3 transversions) single codon change could still produce a viable virus or it would requires some other assisting or intermediate mutations. Based on our current criteria, mutations were assigned with the categories O0 and O1-O5 and confidence V1 and V3, respectively. It was confirmed by the experiment that they produced viable viruses (see Table 3 ).
For position R437, which shows medium eCON conservation (2.9), we proposed a diverse set of mutations 437A, 437Q , 437S, and 437E to test the confidence levels V4 and V3 in our predictions. Based on the presence of listed amino acids at the corresponding positions in sequences from other organisms and observed high sequence identities we were fairly confident in the viability of our proposed mutations. These predictions were confirmed to be correct (see Table 3 ).
For position F483 located in relatively conserved region (eCON 5.9), buried, and in the helical region, we proposed 4 codon mutations: 483S, 483Y, 483V, and 483L. In each case the codon distance from the mutant to FLIC was small (1 transition or 1 transversion). Assessment of the mutation 483S (with S codon TCC) showed that S had not been observed in other species, nor could it be constructed from all possible bases that could be observed at corresponding position in other species (ie, criterion O8 is not fulfilled for this mutation). We predicted with confidence N7 that this mutant will be deleterious, and this prediction was correct. In the case of the mutation 483Y the GeneSV system reported a genomic Abbreviations: ssE, secondary structure element assignments; acc, solvent accessibility scores; EPi, predictions that indicate that a given position is a part of the epitope; econ, estimated amino acid conservation using shannon's entropy and frequencies calculated by the seqalsV and stralsV algorithms; scon, sequence similarity conservation using sum-of-Pairs algorithm; h, helix; c, coil; E, strand.
Bioinformatics and Biology insights 2014:8 Abbreviations: rnum, residue number within a reference protein; cod2, codon at the base position in the reference; a, corresponding amino acid; tstv, number of transitions transversions for cod2 -. Cod1 mutation; Cod1, codon at the base position in the test (mutant) set; i, binary check if a given codon fulfills criteria Oi (i = 1,..,8); ch, conservation of charged amino acids (hKr dE) (0-9); '+' when test is charged; scon, sequence conservation [-9,9]; gcsid4, sequence identity to genomic sequences from the expanded dataset (exact codon match); aasidh, sequence identity to protein sequences from homologous proteins only (amino acid match); gsV1, viability predictions V1-V4 and n5-n7 calculated by genesV using dataset 2012.02.12; gsV2, viability predictions V1-V4 and n5-n7 calculated by genesV using dataset 2013.02.18; sift, viability predictions V or n by sift server; PrV, viability predictions V or n by ProVEan server; (*)-codons with fewer than 3 position hits should be evaluated with caution ("viability" predictions may be not reliable).
sequence in DENV-3 with Tyrosine at the corresponding position and high sequence identity of 85.4% to FLIC, so with confidence V2 we expected this mutation to be a viable one. 483V and 483L have similar to each other characteristics: low sCON conservations (−4.0 and −2.0), and very low sequence identity (20.3% and 17.9%) to proteins from other organisms (HCV and FMDV, respectively) where V and L could be observed at a given positions. We felt less confident in the viability of 483V and 483L because of identified very low sequence identities. Yet, based on the assigned categories O4 and O7, we predicted with low confidence that these mutations may be viable. These 2 predictions were demonstrated to be incorrect (see Table 3 ). A lesson learned from these predictions is that when a very few supporting sequences can be identified (see results marked by '*' in Table 3 ), and the level of sequence identities to the supporting sequences is very low, then such evidence for possible mutations should be treated as unreliable. For position K552 (helical, buried, and part of predicted epitope peptide) with medium eCON conservation of 1.9 we proposed 4 codon mutations: 552L, 552Q , 552I and 552 N. Each prediction was supported by the presence of the listed amino acids at the corresponding positions in the sequences from virus organisms other than DENV. The levels of sequence identities to the identified protein sequences varied from 66.6% to 92.9%. The confidence levels of evaluated mutations varied from V2 to V4, and all tested mutations were experimentally confirmed as viable.
Position W700 was chosen as an example of a position exposed to the tunnel, and also because Tryptophan (coded by TGG) is known as an amino acid which rarely mutates (results from the conservation analysis showed at this position 6.9 of eCON and 8.9 of sCON for W). 6 mutant codons were proposed, 4 of which were at either 2 transversions (F(TTC) and A(GCG)) or 1 transversion and 1 transition (Y(TAC) and E(GAG)) away from W(TGG) from FLIC. 1 mutant D(GAC) is 1 transition and 2 transversions, and 1 C(TGC) is only 1 transversion away from Tryptophan. Based on the results from sequence similarity searches we had a fairly good support for assigning V4 confidence to the prediction that mutations 700Y and 700F will be viable. We had less convincing support for predicting viability of the mutation 700A because of the low sequence identity (18.5%) to the closest identified related protein sequence. Nevertheless, all 3 predictions were experimentally confirmed as correct. Similarly to 226E (above), mutant with 700D had not been observed in other species, D is a negatively charged amino acid while not charged amino acids are observed at the corresponding positions, and the codon GAC cannot be constructed from calculated DENV-1234 position frequency matrix (see Table 3 ). Based on criterion O8 (confidence N6) we expected this mutation to be deleterious, and we were correct. Similar arguments were used for assigning N6 confidence to mutation 700C (except that Cysteine is polar but neutral amino acid). The experiment showed that our assessment for this mutation was wrong. Although our confidence in the remaining prediction (700E) was rather low, the prediction was made with the goal to learn from the experimental validation. We predicted this mutation as viable with confidence V4 based on O7 evidence despite E being a charged residue while W700 is assessed as conserved neutral position. The experiment showed that mutation 700E produced not viable mutant.
Position F711 was chosen for testing 2 predictions in a region buried in the tunnel vicinity and assessed as conserved (eCON 5.9) with dominating charged residues (see '7' at 'ch' column from Table 3 ). In this case, our V4 confidence predictions 711N of neutral mutation in the dominated by charged residues position was incorrect. In our second prediction for this position we expected mutation 711R (1 transition away charged substitution in the charged position) to be not viable and, we were again wrong.
Detailed results from the GeneSV analysis of discussed above 32 single codon mutations are provided in the supplemental data -Supplemental File 1.
Two of the selected above single mutation positions K279 and R437 were also proposed for testing of possible compensating mutations. Our higher confidence prediction was:
If there is R or K in 1 of these positions (no mutation, or switch: 279R or 437K), then a change to E in the other (279E or 437E) should produce VIABLE mutant.
If both positions are changed to E (279E and 437E), then it may produce NOT VIABLE mutant.
Our low confidence prediction was: If there is N or Q in 1 of these positions (e.g.: 279 N or 279Q or 437N or 437Q ), then a change to E in the other (279E or 437E) should result in VIABLE mutant.
Results from the experimental validations of above predictions of possible compensating mutations are provided in Table 4 .
7. experimental generation of deNV-2 mutants. Plasmids containing point mutations were generated from DENV-2 cDNA clone (Vasilakis, personal communication) . Briefly, the DENV-2 genome is expressed from a cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter. Stability of the cloned genome is ensured by the incorporation of a stabilizing intron sequence engineered at the junction of envelope (E) and the non-structural 1 (NS1) gene. A unique feature of the infectious clone is the insertion of the hepatitis Delta virus ribozyme (HDVr) immediately after the last nucleotide of DENV-2 cDNA sequence to ensure production of DENV RNAs with the precise, correct 3'-terminus, which is beneficial for more efficient RNA replication. Furthermore, a SV40 polyadenylation site was inserted downstream of the HDVr to ensure complete termination of transcription. Mutations in the polymerase gene (nonstructural gene 5 (NS5)) were inserted into specific positions in the genome using standard recombinant DNA techniques described elsewhere. 35 Rescue of the generated mutants was achieved by transfecting 4 µg of the respective plasmids into Vero E6 (African green monkey kidney) cells seeded in 6-well plates at 5 × 10 5 cells/well using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) according to manufacturer's protocol. Supernatants containing rescued viruses were harvested 5 days later and their potency determined by focus forming immunoassay (FFA) as described previously.
results
We performed 2 independent experiments to assess predictive accuracy of the GeneSV system. For the first experiment, we used 2 complete datasets of DENV genomic sequences downloaded from public databases (GenBank and ENA). The first dataset was downloaded on February 12th, 2012, and second downloaded on February 18th, 2013. We used the RefSeq sequence of DENV-2 for mapping mutations and the first dataset as an input library for GeneSV calculations. A set of 1205 novel mutations (1170 new codons in coding regions, and 35 new base positions in noncoding regions) that were identified in the second dataset and not present in the input library, were used as test mutations for GeneSV predictions. In this experiment the system was able to predict 1139 codons (97%) and 29 base positions (83%) as viable mutations. For our second experiment to evaluate the GeneSV system, we chose 10 different codon positions on the NS5 gene (RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp)). The NS5 gene was taken from a fulllength infectious clone (FLIC) of DENV-2 strain P8-1407 (gi:132271146). At each position we made predictions with different confidence levels as to whether a number of chosen amino acid substitutions would produce viable or non-viable virus. We reasoned that a mutant RdRp that is predicted to lack viability would lead to a non-viable virus. The predictions were tested by generation of point mutations in the NS5 gene and attempts to rescue infectious DENV-2 from the mutated infectious clone plasmids on Vero cells. 6 From the selected set of 32 single mutation positions proposed, 25 were experimentally confirmed as viable and 7 as non-viable. The GeneSV system was correct in its assessment in 26 cases (81%). In order to evaluate the robustness of created predictions we performed GeneSV calculations twice. One prediction was made using first dataset collected on February 12th, 2012, and the second prediction was made using a dataset from February 18th, 2013. As we report in Table 3 (columns GSV1 and GSV2) no significant change in created predictions was observed in the results from the 2 datasets.
1. GenesV assessment of 1205 mutations taken from updated datasets of genomic sequences. In this test we evaluated a set of 1205 mutations obtained from comparison of 2 datasets (2012.02.12 and 2013.02.18) of genomic sequences downloaded from public databases which differ by 1338 sequences. The differences were comprised of: -538 more sequences for DENV-1 in dataset (2013.02. 18) than in dataset (2012.02.12) -399 more sequences for DENV-2 -154 more sequences for DENV-3 -159 more sequences for DENV-4 -88 more dengue sequences with no specified type
The GeneSV analysis showed that within 399 new DENV-2 sequences there are 1170 novel codon positions in the coding regions and 35 new base positions in the non-coding regions (5' and 3' ends). Results from the GeneSV assessment of these 1205 mutations are reported in Table 2 2. Frequencies of observed codon variants in deNV-2 protein coding regions. GeneSV can be used for various purposes aimed at characterizing sequence variability. For example, we applied GeneSV to estimate frequencies of mutations observed in codon positions within different genes within the set of all available genomic sequences (dataset 2013.02.18). Of course, the number of different nucleotides at a given position varies from 1 to 4, and the number of possible codons at each protein coding region position can be as low as 1 or as high (theoretically) as 64. In Figure 2 , we report calculated frequencies of observed mutations (number of codon variants) with respect to their locations specified by different aminoacid and position characteristics within each protein coding region of the DENV-2 genome: secondary structure elements (coil, strand, helix), solvent accessibility (buried, exposed), and regions predicted as potential antigenic determinants (not epitope, epitope).
Reported results show that for the DENV-2 genome, the most mutable regions are observed in the Envelope (Obsrvd: 5.19) within the segments characterized as helical (5.46), exposed (5.27), and predicted as antigenic determinants (5.22). On average, for all coding regions (see AVERAGE set of bars in Figure 2 ) those frequencies are: 3.93, 3.99, 3.84, and 3.78, respectively. The lowest mutability is observed in NS3 protease (Obsrvd: 3.16). Results show that high mutabilities, above the genome average, are seen in the structural proteins: Capsid, prM, and Envelope. Interestingly, 2 non-structural proteins Nsp-1 and Nsp-2 A are also characterized by relatively high mutability. Detailed results from the GeneSV analysis are provided in Supplemental File 3.
3. GenesV assessment and experimental validation of 32 hypothetical mutations selected in rdrp. To experimentally test the accuracy of GeneSV in assessing possible viability of codon mutations, we selected in the gene coding RdRP protein 10 different codon positions for making predictions. Selected codon positions are described in Table 1 and their location on the structural model of RdRp is shown in Figure 1 . For each position several codon mutations have been proposed, and assessment generated by the GeneSV system was compared with experimental results. In Table 3 we list 32 single codon mutations (not seen in DENV-2 sequence data; except C400) that were selected for this study. Attempts were made to rescue these 32 variants using the DENV-2 FLIC. In the assessment of the proposed mutations, based on the criteria described in the Materials and Methods section, we expected the mutation predictions characterized by confidence levels (V1)-(V4) to be viable, while mutations with confidence levels (N5)-(N7) to be deleterious. The experiment showed that in 7 cases the introduced codon mutations (colored in blue in Table 3 ) did not yield viable viruses. Results from Table 3 show that the proposed approach to assess the viability of given mutations was correct in 26 out of 32 cases (81%) as confirmed by the experiment. Only 6 predictions were incorrect. Wrong predictions are colored in red, and correct predictions are colored in green. The last 4 columns in Table 3 show comparison of the viability predictions by different methods: "GSV" -viability prediction by GeneSV system (GSV1 -predictions based on the dataset 2012.02.12, GSV2 -predictions based on the dataset 2013.02.18), SIFT -predictions by SIFT algorithm, 14 and PRV -predictions by PROVEAN. 15 In Table 4 , we show a list of 5 double mutations that used positions K279 and R437 to test GeneSV predictions for potential compensatory mutations, with 4 out of the 5 paired substitutions correctly predicted as viable/non-viable.
The predictions by SIFT and PROVEAN reported in Table 3 In Table 3 and in the list above, the number of wrong predictions created by a given method is highlighted in red. It shows, for example, that in our tests the SIFT method was wrong in predicting 3 non-viable and 4 viable mutations while the GeneSV was wrong in 4 non-viable and 2 viable mutations. Interestingly, the accuracy score of 78% achieved by the PROVEAN method in our experiment agreed well with estimations reported by PROVEAN's authors (77% 15 ) when the method was applied to different sets of protein variants from viruses, fungi, bacteria or plants. It is worth to notice that among the 7 non-viable mutants in our tests, PROVEAN was correct in all 7 cases, but it failed in predicting 7 viable mutations-probably due to being too cautious in predicting possible viability when no strong evidence of conservation or similar residues at a given position can be detected among homologous proteins. On the other hand, as we discuss in the section below, RNA viruses results from 18 . the bars colored in black and marked as "obsrvd" show average frequencies observed within a given gene. frequencies of mutations observed in the coil regions within a given gene are colored in cyan, strand -blue, helix -dark blue, buried -yellow, exposed -red, not a part of the antigenic epitopes -light green, and the frequencies of mutations within the epitope regions -green. in the aVEragE set of bars are shown corresponding frequencies calculated as average from all combined protein coding regions.
site-directed mutagenesis experiments suggest that the number of random single nucleotide mutations in a given genome (eg, Vesicular Stomatitis Virus 38 ) identified as viable can be as high as 60%. It means that in some cases even a trivial prediction approach that assesses all mutants in performed experiments as viable can achieve a high proportion of correct predictions. We showed that a combination of information (eg, the one implemented within the GeneSV system) about the permissible nucleotide variability observed in corresponding regions in genomic sequences, with conservation/ variability results from protein sequence and structure-based analyses can improve overall accuracy predictions, in both viable and non-viable cases. Moreover, when the predictions from all 3 services are combined, then the achieved accuracy can be even higher. A brief summary of similarities and differences between homology searches and conservation analysis approaches implemented within evaluated mutation analysis tools is provided in Table 5 .
discussion
GeneSV is a computational system designed to facilitate assessment of regions of sequence variability in genomic sequences. Such assessments may be very valuable, especially for RNA viruses, which are characterized by high mutation rates and presence in highly diverse populations. 37 For its analysis, the system combines information from a large variety of sources about the permissible nucleic acids as well as amino acid variabilities calculated from evaluated non-coding regions or protein-coding genes from collected genomes. In addition to genetic information, the system takes into consideration the primary protein sequences coded for, and structure-based analyses of the resultant tertiary structures. Generated results can help functional annotation of evaluated genomes, predict potential nucleic-and amino acid mutations not observed in current databases, or assess the accuracy of novel mutation positions reported from the sequencing efforts. In this manuscript we showed how the GeneSV system was applied to predict the functional effects of amino acid substitutions in 10 positions selected on the RNA-dependant RNA polymerase (RdRp) of dengue virus type 2 (DENV-2). At each position we made predictions with different confidence levels as to whether a number of chosen amino acid substitutions would produce viable or non-viable virus. We evaluated predictions of 32 single amino acid substitutions, 31 of which had never been observed in any publicly available DENV-2 sequence. In 81% of the predictions (26 of 32), GeneSV predicted the correct phenotype: functional vs. non-functional RdRp as measured experimentally by rescue of virus using a DENV-2 clone. 5 additional mutants with double amino acid substitutions proximal in structure to each other were generated and in 80% of cases (4 of 5) GeneSV was correct in its predictions. For these predictions we performed GeneSV calculations twice. One prediction was made using a dataset collected on February 12th, 2012, and the second prediction was made using a datasets from February 18th, 2013. The predictions, GSV1 and GSV2 (see Table 3 ) were almost identical, showing that results from GeneSV were consistent and did not change significantly with the growth of the databases.
In another experiment, a set of 1205 novel mutation positions that were identified from updated databases was used for viability assessment. Results from that experiment showed that the system was able to correctly characterize as viable mutations 97% codon positions from coding regions and 83% base positions from noncoding regions.
Another interesting and practical question is how to estimate the size of the virus quasispecies cloud. The GeneSV system would enable such estimation if a library of genomic sequences adequate for the specific study were provided (eg, library that would be representative for a given environment like geographic area, hosts, etc.). For example, for protein coding regions from FLIC, with 3391 amino acids in size, the number of all theoretically possible codons is 217,024 = 64 * 3391 (64 mutations per each position). Now, if all available DENV-2 sequences from dataset 2013.02.18 are used for calculations, the following estimates can be generated by the current version of the GeneSV system: 44% (94,929) of theoretically possible codons predicted as viable, and 56% (122,095) predicted as non-viable. This estimate of possible viable codons notes: a, accuracy of constructed structural models. b, surface exposure (location of the mutation position: buried, exposed). c, structural element (coil, helix, strand). d, antigenic site (position within the epitope: yes, not). e, structural conservation. (*) -structure-based features are estimated from the analysis of closest homologs with known 3d structure (no structural models are constructed).
seems rather high, however, in some publications based on site-directed mutagenesis experiments it is suggested that the number of possible random single nucleotide mutations in a given genome of an RNA virus (eg, Vesicular Stomatitis Virus 38 ) can be even higher-as high as 60%. 39 Our estimate of 44% suggests that on average for each codon position up to 28 different mutations could produce viable DENV-2 mutants (codon mutability). On the other hand, based on the current observation, which will inevitably change by growing numbers in the future, the estimate of average DENV-2 codon mutability is 3.93 (Fig. 2) and we could expect that the true value is somewhere between this number and the one predicted above. We believe that if we use libraries limited to concrete environmental characteristics (not just all available sequences from different sequencing projects), our predictions will become more accurate and closer to reality.
Moreover, as we showed in the analysis of the results from the characterization of selected 32 codon mutations, the predictive accuracy of the system can be improved by better selection and weighing of calculated scores. Additional improvements can be achieved when refined and organism-specific libraries are used for final assessment of the possible viability of evaluated mutations in the proteins from a given species. Further study of this topic will require access to more complete results from the experiments when sequences with confirmed not viable mutations are also reported and in the well-defined computer friendly format (current sequence databases mostly focus on providing positive results from the sequencing efforts without easy to grasp additional details).
supplemental data supplementary data is available online and includes the following results.
